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Foreword

This NACE standard defines material requirements for resistance to sulfide stress cracking (SSC)
In sour refinery process environments, I.e., environments that contain wet hydrogen sulfide (H25).
It Is Intended to be utilized by refineries, equipment manufacturers, engineering cont-:'8Ctors,and
construction COntractors.

The term "Wet H25 cracking- as used InUle refining Industry covers a range of damage
mechanisms that can occur due to the effects of hydrogen charging In wet H25 refinery or gas plant
process environments. One of the types 0;material dJimage that can occur as a result of hydrogen
charging Is sulfide stress cracking (SSC) of hard weldments and microstructures, whIch Is
addressed by this standard. O"J1er types of material damage include hydrogen blistering,
hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC), and stress-orlented hydrogen-lnduced cracking (SOHIC), which
are not addressed by this standard.

Historically many end users, Industry organizations, e.g., API,(1) and manufacturers that have
specified and supplied equipment and products such as rotating equipment and valves to the
refining Industri have used NACE MR01751IS0 151561 to define materials requirements to prevent
SSC. However, it has always been recognized that refining environments are ou1slde the scope of
MR0175/1S0 15156, which was developed speclfically for the oDand gas productlon Industry. In
2000, NACE Task Group (TG) 231 was formed to develop a refinery-speciflc sour service materials
standard. This standard Is based on the gOOd experience gained with the MR0175/ISO 15156
standard, but talIor8d to refinery environments and applications. Other references for this standard
are NACE Standard RP0296,2 NACE Publications 8X1943 and 8X294,4 and the refining experience
of the task group members.

The materials, heat treatments, 'and materials property requirements set forth in this standard
represent the best judgmenl:and experience of TG 231 and Its two sponsors, Specific Technology
Group (STG) 34 (Pe¥oleum Refining and Gas Processing Industry CorrosIon) and STG 60
(Conoslon Mechanisms). In maoy cases this jUdgment Is based on extensive experience in the 011

and gas production Industry, as documented In MR017511S0 15156, and has been deemed
relevant to the relining indUStryby the task group.

Whenever possible. the recommended materials are defined by reference to accepted generic
descriptors (such as UNS(2) numbers) and/or accepted standards, such as AlSI,~) API, ASTM,I.)
ASME,(5) ANSI,(6) or BSI(7)standards .. This NACE standard updates and supercedes all'prevlous
editions of MR01~. It was originally prepared In 2003 by NACE Task Group (TG)231 on
Petroleum Refin: ~>Sulflde Stress Cracking (sse): Review of NACE Standard MR0103. TG 231
Is adminlstered;uy 'STG 34 on Petroleum Refining and Gas Processing. It Is also sponsored by
STG 60 on Conosion Mechanisms. this standard Is Issued by NACE Intemational under the
auspices of STG 34.

In NACE standards, the terms shall, must, should, and may are used in accordance with the
definitions of1hese tenns in the NACE PubUcations Style Manual, 4th ed., Paragraph 7.4.1.9. Shall
and must are used to state mandatol)' requirements. The termshoulci Is used to state something
good and is recommended but Is not mandatory. The term may Is used to sta1e something
considered optional.

[I) American Petroleum iIlStiiUt8 (API);-T2io L SL NW, Washington, DC 20005.
i2) Metals and Alloys in the Unified Numbering System (latest revision), a joint pubIlcation of ASTM International (ASTM) and the SocIety of
Automotive Engineers inc. (SAE), 400 Commonwealth Drive. Warrendale, PA 15096•.
(3) American Iron and Steel institIJle (AISI), 1133 15th Sl tNt, Washington, DC 20005-2701.
(4) ASTM InlemationaJ (A$TM), 100 Barr Harbor Dr .• West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.
(5) ASME internatIOnal (ASME), Three Park AvenUe, New York, NY 10016-5990.
(II) American National Standanls Institute (ANSI), 1819 L Street, NIN, Washington, DC 20036.
(7) British Standards institution (BS/). 2 Park St., London W1A 288, UK
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Section 1: General

•

1.1 Scope

1.1.1 This standard defines material requirements for
resistance to sse In sour peiroieum refining and
related proCessIng environments containing ii2S either
as a gas or dissolved in an aqueous (water) phase with
or Without the presence of hydrocarbon. This standard
does not Include and is not Intended to Include design
speciticatlons. Other forms of wet ii2S aacklng,
environmental cracking, corrosion, and other modes of
failure, although outside the scope of this standard,
should be considered In the design and operation of
equipment. Severely corrosive and/or hydrogen
charging conditions may lead to faDures by
mechanisms other than sse and should be mitigated
by mathods·that are outside the scope of this standard.

1.12 SpecIfically, this standard Is directed at the
prevention of SSC·of eqUipment and components used
In the refining Industry. Prevention of sse In carbon
steel materials categorized under P-No. 11n SecUon IX
of the ASME Boller and Pressure Vessel CodeS Is
addressed by ~uiring compliance with NACE
Standard RP0472.6 .

1.2 Applicability
~.

1.2.1 this standard applies to all components of
equlpmant exposed to sour refinery environments (as
defined in Paragraph 1.3) where failure bysse would:
(1) compromise the Integrity of the pressure
containment system. (2) prevent the basic function of
the equipment, and/or (3) prevent the equipment from
being restored to an operating condition while
continuing to CQntalnpressure.

1.2.2 It Is the responsibility of the user to determine
the operating conditions and to specify when this
standard applies.

1.2.3 It is the user's responsibility to ensure that a
material will be satisfactOry In the Intended
environment. The user may select speclftc materials
for use on the basis of operating conditions that
include pressure, temperature, corrosiveness. fluid
properties, ete. A variety of candidate materials may
be selected from this standard for any given
component. Nonlisted materials may also be used
based on either of the following processes:

(a) If a metallurgical review based on scientific and
empirical knowledge indicates that the sse resistance
will be adequate. TheSe materials may then be

. proposed for inclusion into the standard utilizing
methods in Paragraph 1.6.
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(b) If a risk-based analysis Indicates that the
occurrence of sse Is acceptable rn the· subject
appllcation.'"

1.2.4 The manufacturer Is responsible for meeting
metallurgical requirements.

1.3 Factors Contributing to sse

1.3.1 sse Is defined as cracking of a metal under the
combined action of tensile stress and corrosion in the
presence of water and ii2S. sse Is a form of hydrogen
stress cracking resulllng from absorption of atomic
hydrogen that Is produced by the sulfide corrosion
reaction on the metal surface.

1.3.2 sse in refining equipment is affected by
complex Interactions.of parameters including:

(a) chemical composition, strength (as Indicated by
hardness), heat treatment, and microstructure of the
material eJCpOS8dto the sour environment;

(b) total tensile stress present In the material
(applied plus residual);

(e) the hydrogen flux generated in the material
(which Is a flIncIlon of the environment, i.e., presence
of free water, H~ concentration, pH, and other
environmental parameters such as cyanides and
bisulfide ion concentration);

(d) temperature; and

(e) time.

1.3.3 Material susceptibility to sse Is primanly related
to material strength (as indicated by hardness), which
is affected by chemical composition, heat treatment,
and mi<:ros1nJcture. Materials with high hardness
generally have an Increased susceptibility to sse.

1.3.3.1 sse has not generally been a concem for
carbon steels typically used for refinery pressure
vessels and piping in wet ii2S service because
these s".eeIshave sufficiently low hardness levels.
However, improperly heat-treated materials, weld
deposits, and heat-affectad zones (HAZs) may
contain regions of high hardness.

1.3.4 sse susceptibility for a given material Increases
with Increased tensile stress.

1.3 4 1 ReslduaLstresses contribute to the overall
tensile stress levet High residual stresses
associated with welds increase susc::eptibility to
SSC.

1
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1.3.4.2 Control of weldment hardness. with or
without reduction of residual s1resSes. is a
recognized method for preventing sse. as
outlined In NACE Standard RP0472 for P-No. 1
carbon steels.

1.3.5 Susceptibility to sse Is also related to the
hydrogen penneatron flux in the steel, which is primarily
associated with two environmental parameters: pH and
H:zScontent of the water. Typically, the hydrogen flux
in steels has been round to be lowest In near-neutral
pH solutions. with inaeaslng flux at both lower and
higher pH values. ConcsIon at low pH values Is
caused by H:zS,whereas conosion at high pH values Is
caused by high concentmtions of the bisulfide ion. In
many refinery sour water environments. dIssoJved
ammonia is present, which increases the pH thereby
incre83lng the solubility of Ii2S 1hat I'8$Ulls In a high
bisulfide Ion concentration. Presence of cyanides at

. eleVated pH can further ag{J8Vate the degree of a1DmIc
hydrogen cha1gJngInto the steel. sse susceptibility Is
known to 'Increase with H28 content, e.g., ~ partial
pressure In the gas phase, or Ii2S conte.1tof the water
phase. The presence of as lItiIe as 1 ppmw of I-bS In
the water has been found to be sufficient to cause sse
under conditions that promote aggressive hydrogen
charging.

1.3.5.1 Some environmental conditions known to
cause sse are. those contaiOing •free water On
liquid phase) and:

(a) >50 ppmwd/ssolved 1-'!28In the free water, or

(b) free water pH <4 and some dissolved Ii2S
present, or

(c) free water pH >7.6 and 20 ppmw dissolved
hydrogen cyanide (HeN) In the water and some
dissolved H:zSpresent. or

(d) >0.0003 MPa ab60Iute (0.05 psIa) partial
pressure H2S In the gas in processes with a gas
phase.

1.3.5.1.1 The hlgh-pH sour environments
differentiate refinery sour service fi'om the oR
and gas production sour environments
covered by NACE MR01751lSO 15156,
because many wet sour streams in production
al,socontain C8Ibon dfoxIde and hence exhibit
a 1CMi8fpH. Another major dlfference Is that
chloride Ion concenf1ations tend to be
significantly lower In retineIy sour sefVices
than in 011producUonsour services.

1.3.6 Increasing temperature inaeases the hydrogen
cha1ging potential provided the free water On liquid
phase) is not eliminated by the elevated temperature.

·--E1evated-temperature·promo1e$ dissociation of H2S
(thereby producing more monatomic h)'drogen), and

2

increases the diffusion rates of monatomic hydrogen In
metals. thereby promoiIng h'jdrogen charging.
However, cracking potential Is maximized at near
ambient temperature. This distinction Is Important
because metals can become charged during high
temperature exposure and subsequenUy crack during
excursions to lower temperatures (such as during
shutdowns).

'''''''
f

1.3.7 The time to failure decreases as material

strength, toIaI tensile stress, and environmental
charging potential Increase. Exposure time. to cause
sse can be very short If the other SSC factors favor

,susceptibility. Some susceptible equipment can faU
even during short sour water excursions such as those
encountered during equipment shutdoWns.

1.3.8 The end user shall detennine whether the
parameters necessary to cause sse exist In the
process envIIonment, and whether the equipment falls
within the scope of this standard. The end user may
rely on experience, risk-based analysis. or the above
guidelines (notably the environmental guidelines
provided in Paragraph 1.3.5.1) to make this
determination. When these guidelines, are used to
determine whether the equipment falls within the scope
of this standard, consideration should be given to all
plant operating scenarios and the IlkelylmJiact on the
materials of construction, Le., normal operations,
operational upsets,altemate (possible future)
operations. and sIart-upishutdown conditions (e.g., pre
sulfiding of catalysts, etc.)

1.4 Materials Included In This Standard

1.4.1 Materials Included In this standard are resistant
to, but not necessarily immune to, sse. Materials
have been Included based on their demonstrated
resistance to sse in field applications, In sse
laboratory testing, or both.

1.4.2 Usted materials do not aUexhibit the same level

of resistance to sse. Standard laboratory sse testsj
such as those addressed in NACE Standard TM0177,
are accelerated and severe tests. Materials that
suocessfully pass these tests are generally more
resistant to cracking In sour service than materials that
fall the tests. Many aUoys Included In this standard
perform satisfactorily In sour service even though they
may crack in laboratory tes1s.

1.4.3 Improper design, processing. Installation. or
handling can cause resistant materials to become
susceptible to sse.

1.4.4 No effort has been made in this standard to rank
materials based on their relative resistance to SSe.

Selection of the appropriate material for a given
application depends on a number of factors, including
mechanical properties, corrosion resistance, and

NACE International



relative resistance to SSC, and Is beyond the scope of
this standen:!.

1.5 Hardness Requirements

1.5.1 Hardness Is related to tensile strength, a primary
factor in SSC susceptibility. Because hardness testing
is nondes1ructive and ~uires relatively minor
component/specimen preparation compared with
tensile testing. it Is commonly used by manufacturers in
produclion quality cootrol and by users In field
Inspection. As such, a maximum allowable hardness Is
specifIecI as a primary requirement for many of the
materials In this standard.

1.52 Several different hardness scales are used in

this standard. The most commonly used· scales are
Rock',vell -c:' (HRC), Rockwell •"B" (HRBS), 8;'",ell
(HBW), and Vickers 5 kgf or 10 kgf (HV 5 or HV 10).
Background Infonnation on these hardness scales and
the logic behincl the various references is provided in
Appendix A

1.5.3 Hardness testing and reporting shall be
performed In strict compliance with the methods
described In the appropriate ASTM standards.
Appendix A lists the appropriate standards for the
various test methods.

1.5.4 The standard test parameters {indenters, loads,
and major-load dwell time) shall be used for all
Rockwell tests.' The specimen temperature for
Rockwell testing shall be 10- to 35-C (50" to 95-F).
No lubricant shall be used. Because Brlnell tests are
only Indicated for steel materials In this standard, all
Brlnell tesls shall be performed using 3,OOD-kgfload.
s 1D-mm Indenter. and the standard 3O-secood dwell
time •.

1.5.5 In some cases. maximum allowable hardness
values are provided in both HRC (or HRBS) and HBW.
In those instances, either scale may be used.

1.5.6 When hardness requirements are stated in
HBW. and testing using stationary Brine" equipment is
not viable, testing shall be performed using the
comparison hardness test method (commonly, but
incorrectly. referred to as portable Brlnell testing).

1.5.7 When applicable, the cOl1Verslontables in ASTM
E 1~ shall be used for conversion of hardness values
obtained by other test methods to HRC, HRBS, or
HBW values. However, it should be noted that tables

. for many materials do not exlslln that standard. The
tables should only be used for materials specifically
listed In iI$ scope. Conversions may be performed
based on empirical data for materials that are not
covered when approved by the user. When converted
hardness values are utilized, they shall be reported in
accordance with the requirements speclfied In ASTM E
140.

NACE Intematlonal
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1.5.8 Acceptance criteria for microhardness testing
(as defined In ASTM E 3849) are outside the scope of
this standard. See Appendix A for more Information.

1.6 Procedure for the Addition of New Materials or
Processes

1.6.1 The addition of.new materials and/or processes
requires the use of NACE's standard letter balloting
process.

1.6.2 Materials may be balloted based on field
experience and/or laboratory test data.

1.6.3 AeId Experience Data Requirements

1.6.3.1 Reid experience data shall fully document
the alloy composition(s), conditlon(s), and
hardness level(s). the process fluid parameters
that Influence SSC, and the exposure history.

1,6.3.2 In certain alloy families (such as duplex
stainless steels), microstructure Is also a critical
variable. and shall also be documented.

1.6.4 Laboratory Test Data ReqUirements

1.6.4.1 The laboratory testing of materials shall be
conducted to a level of severity as dictated by
NACE Standard lM01n. If actual service
conditions are outside these limits, sse of
approved materials may be possible.

1.6.42 The candidate material must be tested In
accordance with the test procedures established in
NACE Standard TM01n. The tensile bar, C-r1ng.
bent beam, and d9Uble-c:antile'ier beam as
desaibed In NACE· Standard TM01n are
accepted test spec/mens. Any of these test
specimens may be used.

1.6.4.3 A minimum of three test specimens from
each of three different commercially prepared
heats must be tested In the coodition balloted for
Inclusion. The composition of each heat and the
heat treatment(s) used shall be fumlshed as part
of the ballot. The candidate materlars composition
range and/or UNS number and its heat-treated
condition requested for inclusion in this standard
must be Included with the bal/ol

1.6.4,4 The hardness of each test specimen must
be determined and reported as part of the ballot
The average hardness of each test specimen shall
be the hardness of that test specimen. The
minimum test specimen hardness obtained for a
given heat/condition shall be the hardness of that
heatlcooditlon fo.- the purpose of balloting. The

.._---..-maximum-hardness-requested for Inclusion of the
candlclate material In this standard must be

3
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specified in the ballot and shall be supported by
the data provided.

1.6.4.5 In certain alloy families (such as duplex
stainless steels). microstructure is also a critical
variable, and· shall also be documented for each
heat/condition.

1.6.4.6 For each of the tests pefforrnad, the
testing details shall be reported as part of the
ballot item being submitted.

1.7 New RestrictIons and Deleted Materials

1.7.1 The reVislonIbaJlot prtlCeSS may be used to
Impose new restrictions on materials or to delete
materials from this .s1andard•. New resbicllons may
include such items as imposition of a maximum
hardness requirement, reduction of a maximum
hardness requirement. eliminatiOn of a previously
acceptable heat-treatment condition, elimination of a
previously acceptable manufacturing process. etc.

1.7.2 Affected materials in use at the time of the
change that CQmplied with a prior version of this
standard and that have not experienced H~nhanced
environmental aacklng In their current application are
considered in compliance with this standard.

1.7.3 When affected materials as described In
Paragraph 1.7.2 are eventually removed from their
current application, repJacement materials must be
selected from acceptable materials in the current
version of this standard to be In compliance with this
standard, except as noted In Paragraph 1.7.4.

1.7.4 New equipment manufactured from affected
materials, as well as equlpment refurbished using new
componen1s manufactured from affected materials,
may be qualified for use In specific appllcatlons in
acconSance with the process described in Paragraph
1.8.

1.8 Qualification of Unlisted Alloys, Conditions, and/or
Processes for Specific Applicatlorls

1.& 1 Alloys, conditions, and processes that are not
listed in this standard may be qualified for use in
specific sour applications. This section provides the
minimum requiremen1s for compliance with this
standard when unlisted alloys, conditions, and/or
processe$ for specific applications are qualified.

1.8.2 The user shall be responsible for detarmlnlng the
suitability of an unlisted alloy, condition, and/or process

for a specific application based on laboratory test da'..a,
field experience. and/or rlsk-based analysiS•.

1.8.3 If laboratory testing will be used as an
acceptance basis, testing should ~ conducted in
accordance with accepted standard test methods
such as those documented in NACEp·,Standard
TM0177.

1.8.4 Iffield experience and/or risk;.t)ased analysis will
be used as an acceptance basls, there are a number of
facIors that should be considered:

(a) The stress level, material form. forming process,
heat-treatment condil!on, microstructure. and
mechanical properties (particularly hardness) of the
field experience specimen should be well
cIOaJmented.

(b) The environmental conditions to which the field
experience specimen Is exposed should be well
documented.

(c) The field experience exposure time should be
adequate to ensure that the unllsted alloy, condition,
and/or process provides resistance to sse.

1.8.5 The suitability of the unllsted allOY, condition,
and/or process for a specific application should be
determined based on a comparative evaluation of the
8nvironmentaI conditions In the Intended specific
appJlcatlon vs. the environmental conditions In the
laboratory tests and/or the fleJdexperience.

1.8.6 The composition, material form. forming
processes. heat-treatment condition, and mechanical
properties of equipment manufaclUred using an
unlist8d alloy,. conditlon, andfor Process should be
conlroJledbased on the corresPOnding Infonnation for
the laboratory teSt specJmensandior field experience
specimens.

1.&7 Unlisted alloys, conditions, and/or processes
qualifled for specilic applications based on the
requ~ts in this sectionshaU not become part of
this standard unless they are approved through the
standard NACE balloting process.

1.9 Standard Road Map

1.9.1 For ease of use, Table 1 provides general
Information by I11aterfaUappllcationgroup, as well as
references to specilic panl9I'8Phs that cover applicable
materlaJ"andfabrication requiremems.
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Table 1-"Road Map" for This Starldard
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Material GroUDS

Applicable

Applicable
Material'

Fabrication b.

Material Group or

RequirementRequirement
ADDilcatlcn

Conditions AllowedParaaraDhlslParaaraDhlsl

Carbon S1eels

(a) Hot-rolled 2.12.1.8, SectIon
(b) Annealed

4
(c) Normalized (d) Normalized and tempered(e) Normalized, austenitized, Cluenched,and tempered(f) Austenitlzed, quenched, andtemoered.Alloy Steels

(a) Annealed 2.12.1.8, Section
(b) Normalized

4

(e) Normalized and tempered (d) Normalized, austenitized, quenched,and tempered(e) Austenltlzed, quenched, andtemoerecl.Ferrltlc Ductile Iron
Annealed 2.2.22.2.3

Ferritlc Stainless
Annealed 2.3Section 4

Steels Specific Martensltic
(a) Normalized and double-tempered2.42.4.3, Section

Stainless Steels
ib\ Quenched and double-temoered 4

Specific
Quenched and doUble-tempered2.4.22.4.3, SecUon

Low-Carbon
4

Martensltic Stainless SteelsAustenitic Stainless
Solution-annealed 2.5Section 4

Steels Specific Austenitic

Solution-annealed or hot-rolled2.6Section 4
Stainless Steals HIghly Alloyed

Solution-anneaied or solution-annealed
- ..

Section 42.1

Austenitic Stainless
and cold-worked

Steels Duplex StaInless
Solution-annealed 2.82.8.2, Section

Steels
4

Precipitation-
Solution-annealed and precipitation-2.9Section 4

Hardenable Stainless
hardened

Steels Sollcl-Solution Nickel
Solution-annealed 3.1.1Section 4

AllOYS Precipitation-

Various 3.1.2SectIon 4
Hardenable Nickel AlloYSCobalt-Nickel-

Various 3.2Section 4
Chromium- Molvbdenum AlloysCobalt-N1ckel-

I Not specified 3.3section 4
Chromium-Tungsten AlloysTitanium Alloys

Various 3.4Section 4
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cations

Conditions Allowed
Various
\iBriOiiS
Various
Various
Various
Various

2.1.3 Carbon steels listed as P-No. 1 Group 1 or 2
materiaJs In SectIon IX of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure .Vessel Code, and used in one of the
conditions listed in Paragraph 2.1.2 (e), are acceptable
without baslHnetal hardness controls.

2.1.3.1 Welding of P-No. 1 carbon steels shall be
controlled in accordance with Paragraph 2.1.8.

2.1.3.2 Bends in P-No. 1 piping formed by heating
to above the upper critical temperature (AC3) are
acceptable provided the material was in one of the
conditions listed In Paragraph 2.1.2 (e) prior to
fonnlng. The hardness In the bend area shall not
exceed 225 HBW.

2.1.3.3 Weld repairs in P-No. 1 castings are
subject to the welding requirements specified In
Paragraph 2.1.8.3.

2.1.4 Other carbon steels shall have a maximum
hardness 0122 HRC (237 HBW).

2.1.5 Alloy steels included under the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section IX P-Numbers listed In
Table 2 are acceptable at the indicated maximum
hardness levels.

Section 2: Ferrous Materials

l hot-rolled (carbon steels only):
D. annealed;
Di. normalized:
iv. normalized and tempered;
v. normalized, austenitized, quenched, and
tempered: or
vi. austenitized, quenched, and tampered.

2.1.1.1 Carbon steel: an iron-based alloy
containing carbon (usually less than 2.00fil) and
manganese (usually not less than 0.25%), with no
specified minimum quantitY for any alloying
element other than manganese, silicon, and
copper, and that contains only an Incldental
amount of any element other than carbon, silicon,
manganese, copper, sulfur, and phosphorus.

2.1.1.2 Alloy steel: an iron-base~ alloy containing
carbon (usually less than 2.5%) and manganese
(usually not less than 0.25%), that contains
specified minimum quantities for one or more
alloying elements other than manganese, silicon,
and copper, and that does not specify a minimum
chromium content greater than or equal to 10%.

2.1.1 For the purposes of this standard, the following
definitions apply:

2.1.2 To be acceptable, carbon and alloy steels must

(a) not contain intentional additions of elements
such as lead, selenium. or sulfur to Improve
machinability,

(b) meet the criteria of Paragraphs 2.1.7, 2.1.8, and
SectIon 4, and .

(e) be used in one of the follO'Ni09 heat-treatment
conditions:

2.1 Carbon and Alloy Steel Materials

NACE International
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Table 2-Maximum Hardness Requirements for P-Numbered Alloy Steels

I Alloy Steel
Maximum Hardness

RequirementsP-No.3
.225HBWmax.

P-No.4
225HBWmax.

P-No.5A
235HBWmax.

P-No. 56 (except9Cr-1Mo-V grades)
235HBWmax.

P-No. 5B-9Cr-1M<rV grades (FS1. P91, T91,
248 HBW max.

WP91 Grade 91. C12A) . P-No.5C

235HBWmax.
P-No.6

.235HBWmax.

P-No. 7
235HBWmax.

P-No.1OA
225HBWmax.

P-No.10B
' 225 HBW max.

P-No.1OC
225 HBW max.

P-No.1QF
225HBWmax.

P-No.11
225HBWmax.

2.1.6 Other alloy steels shall have a maximum
hardness of 22 HRC (731 HBW).

2.1.7 Cold forming .of carbon and alloy steels is
acceptable provided the material was In one of the
conditions Jlsted in Paragraph 2.1.2 (e) prior to cold
forming. CoId-tonned material must be thermally
stress relieved following any COlddeforming by rolling,
cold forging, or another manufacturing process that
results in a permanent outer fiber deformation greater
than 5%. Thermal stress relief shall be performed in
accordance with the applicable ASME Codes. except
that the minimum stress-reIief temperature shall be
593DC (1,100DF). After stress relieving, carbon steels
listed as P-No. 1 materials in Section IX of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall meet a
hardness requirement of 200 HBW maximum. Other
carbon and alloy steels shall meet the appropriate
hardness requirements In accordance with Paragraph
2.1.4,2.1.5. or 2.1.6.

2.1.7.1 ThIs requirement does not apply to cold
work imparted by pressure fe$tIng according to the
applicab\e ..code.-.Cokbrola!Y straightened pipe is
acceptable only when permitted in API
s~. CoJd.worked line pi~ fittings of
ASTM A 5310 grade B, ASTM A 10611 grade B,
API 5L12 grade X-42. or Iower~strengthgrades with
similar chemical compositions are' acceptable with
cold strain equivalent to 15% or less, provided the
hardness In the strained area does not exceed 190
HBW.

2.1.8 Welding and Overlays on Carbon Steels and
Alloy Steels

2.1.8.1 Fabrication welding and weld overfays
shall be performed in accordance with the general
requirements listed In SecIion 4.

NACE international

2.1.8.2 Overlays applied to carbon and alloy
steels are satisfactory for use in sour
environments, subject to the requirements listed in
Paragraphs 4.2 and 4.4 and in the following
subparagraphs:

2.1.8.2.1 When applied to P-No. 1 carDon
steels, partial weld oVerlays that do not qualify
as cladding in accordance with Paragraph 4.4
shall be applied in such a way that the
proc:ess-contade interface between the
overlay and the base metal has a HAZ and
base metal hardness within acceptable limits.
Methods used to control the HAl and base
metal hardness, and acceptance criteria, shall
be in accordance with NACE Standard
RP0472.

2.1.8.2.2 When appUed to alloy steels or to
non-P-No. 1 carbon steel materials, partial
weld overlays that do not qualify as cladding
in accordance with Paragraph 4.4 shall be
postweld heat treated according to
procedures that have shown to return the
process.contacted interface between the
overlay and base metal to an acceptable HAZ
and base metal condition Q.8., hardness).
Hardness acceptance criteria shaD be in
accordance with limits provided in Paragraphs
2.1.3 through 2.1.6, and/or 2.1.8.4, as
appropriate.

2.1.8.2.3 When thermal spray coatings are
applied to P-No. 1 carbon· steel materials in
such a manner that any portion of the base
metal exceeds tt.elower critical temperature
(e.g., in the case of a spray and fuse coating),
the procedures used shall ensure that the
base metal has HAZ··and base metal
hardness within acceptable limits. Methods
used to control the HAZ and base metal

7
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hardness, and ac:captancecriteria, shan be in
accordance with NACE Standard RP0472.

2.1.8.2.4 When thennal spray coatings are
applied 10 aUoy steels or to non-P-No. 1
carbon steel materials In such a manner that
an.y portion of the base metal exceeds the
Jower critical1emperature (e.g., 10 the case of
a spray and fuse ccatlng), postweId heat
treatment (PNHT) shaD be performed
acc:ording to procedures that have been
shown 10 retum the base metal to an
acceptable HAZ and base metal condition
(I.e., hardness). Hardness acceptance criteria
shall be il accordance with limits provlcIed in
Paragraphs 2.1.3 through 2.1.6 and/or 2.1.8.4
as appropriate.

2.1.8.3 Weldments In carbon stee/$ Ilsted as P
No. 1 materials in Sec:Ikm IX of the ASME Boller
and Pr8SSUl'8 Vessel Code shall be produced
using one d the methods outlined In NACE
Standard RP0472 to prevent excessive weldment
hardness.

2.1.8.4 WeIdments In alloy steels with assigned
ASME Boller and Pressure. Vessel Code Section
IX P-Numbels shaDnot exceed the hardness 1im.'1s
specified In Paragraph 2.1.5. The hardness of
materials without assigned ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code SeclIon IX P-Numbers shaD
not exceed 237 HBW (22 HRC) maximum.

2.1.8.4.1 Some Industry codes (such as
ANSIJNB-231; allow welding of P-No. 3 and
P-No. 4 alloy steels without PWHT in certain
circumstances. Non-PWHT procedures of
this type may be utilized provided a hardness
traverse has been pelformed on the
procedure qualification record (PQR)
specimen to demonstrate the abDIty of the
procedure to produce weldments of
acceptable hardness. The travel'$8 shall
encompass the base metal, HAl. and filler
metal at the top and bottom of the wsldment,
and should be conducted In accordance with
Figure 2 or 3 (as applicable) In NACE
Standard RP0472. No individual reading shall
exceed 248 HV 10. Other alloy steel
materials shall always receive PJVHT when
this standard applies tQ ensure low hardness
In the weld metal and HAl. A hardness
traverse, as described above, shall be
perfomled on the PQR spaclmen to
deinonslrate the ability of the PJVHTtime and
temperature to produce weldman1s of
acceptable hardness.

8

22 Cast Iron and Ductil6 Iron Materials

2.2.1 Gray, austenitic, and white cast Irons are not
acceptable for use as pressure-containing members.
These materials may be used In Internal components
related to API and other appropriate, standards,
provided their use has been approved by the
purcheser.

2.22 Ferritlc ductile iron In accordance with ASTM A
39514 is acceptable for equipment when API, ANSI,
and/or other industly standards approve its use.

• 2.2.3 Welding is not permitted on gray cast Iron or
ductile iron components.

2.3 Ferritic S'1SinJessSteel Materials

2.3.1 Ferritlc stainless steels are acceptable at a 22
HRC maximUm hardness prcMded they are In the
annealed condition and meet the criteria of SectIon 4.

2.4 Martensitic Stainless Steel Materials

2.4.1 Martensitic stainless steels (UNS541000,
542000. J91150 (CA15], and J91151 [CA15M]), either
cast or wrought, are acceptable at ~ HRC maximum
hardnessprovlded they are heat treated In accordance
with Paragraph 2.4.1.1 and meet the criteria of SectIon
4. Variations containing alloying elements such as
lead, Selenium, or sulfur to Improve machlnabnlty are
not acceptable. Martensitic stainless steels that are In
accordance with this standard have provlcled
satisfactory field seMce In some sour environments.
These materlais may, however, exhibit threshold stress
levels In NACE Standard TM01n laboratory tests that
are lower than the levels for other materials included in
this standard.

2.4.1.1 Heat-Treatment Procedure (Three-Step
Process) for UNS 541000. 542000, J91150
(CA15), and J91151 (CA15M) Martensitic
Stainless steel

2.4.1.1.1 Austenitize and quench or air cool.

2.4.1.1.2 Temper at 621°C (1.150°F)
minimum; then air cool 10 ambient
temperature.

2.4.1.1.3 Temper at 621"C (1,150°F)
minimum, but lower than the first tempering
te~perature; then .air cool 10 ambient
temperature.

NACE International



2.4.2 lOw-carbon, 12Cr-4Ni-Mo martensitic stainless

steels, either cast UNS J91540 {CA6NM} or wroughtUNS 542400, are acceptable to 23 HRd8) maximum
provided they are heat treated in accordance with
Paragraph 2.4.2.1. Variations containing alloying
elements such as lead, selenium, or suifur to improve
machinability are nOtacceptable •.

2.4.2.1 Heat-Treatment Procedure (Three-Step
Process)

2.4.2.1.1 Austenitlze at 1,01(rC (1,850°F)
minimum and air or oil quench to ambient
temperature.

2.4.2.1.2 Temper at 549° to 691°C (1,200" to
1,275°F) and air cool to ambient temperature.

2.4.2.1.3 Temper at 593° to 621°C (1,100° to
1,150°F) and air cool to ambient temperature.

2.4.3 Welding and Overlays on Martensitlc Stainless
Steels

MR0103-2005

temperature, followed by heating at 579° to 621°C
(1,075°to 1,150°F).

2.4.3.3 Welding may only be performed on base
ma~ listed in Paragraph. 2.4~. that have
previously been austenitized, quenched, and
doubIe-tempered. Welding between martensltlc
stainiess steels and other materials {including
carbon steels, alloy stee\S, and austenitic stainless
steels) Is outside the scope of this standard.

2.4.3.4 0vecIays applied to martensltlc stainless
steels by thermal processes such as welding,
silver brazing, or thermal-spray systems are
satlsfaclDry for use in SOlJrenvironments. In those
cases in whk:h the lower critical temperatures are
exceeded, the component must be heat treated or
thennally stress relieved sccordlng to procedures
that have been shown to retum the base metal to
22 HRC maximum.

2.5 AustenitiC Stainless Steel Materials

2.4.3.1 Weldments in martensltlc stainless steels
rJStedin Paragraph 2.4.1 shall undergo a PWHT at
621°C (1,150°F) minimum and shall produce
weldment hardness of22 HRC maximum.

2.4.3.2 Weldments in low-carbon martensitic
stainless steels defined In Paragraph 2.4.2 shall
undergo a dOlJbIe-cycIe PNHT after first being
cooled to ambient temperature~ The double-cycle
PWHT shall consist of heating at 611° to 691°C
(1,240" to 1,275°F), . cOoling to ambient

2.5.1 Austenitic stainless steels with chemical
compositions as specified In Paragraphs 2.5.2 and
2.7.1 are acceptable at ahan:lness of 22 HRC
maximum In the soIution-annealed and quenched or
solutJon.annealed and thermally stabilized condition,
provided they are free of cold work Intenc4'3d to

. enhance their mechanical properties. S1alnless steels
containing lead or selenium for the purpose of
improving machinabDityare not acceptable.

2.5.2 The chemical composition requirements for the
fully austenitic wrought product forms are shown in
Table 3:

Table 3-Composltion Requirements for Austenitic Stainless Steeis(A)

Element Weight Percent
C

O.10max.
Cr

16.0 min.
Nl

. 8.0 min.
Mn

2.0max.
SI

2.0max.
P

0,,045max.
S

O.04max.

""The chemical compositions of the cast "austenitic· stainless steels often vary from those of their fully austenitic wrought counterparts In
order to optimize casting characteristics. Many of these alloys are Intentionally balanced to contain some ferrite, which renders them
partially magnetic •

. 2.5.3 Unlisted elements,. such as molybdenum,
nitrogen, titanium, niobium (columbium), etc., are
acceptable, provided the requirements listed in
Paragraph 2.5.1 are met

2.5.4 H'1Qi".ercarbon contents for UNS S30900 and
UNS 531000 are acceptable up to the limits of their
respective specificatlons.

(al The hardness correlation tabulated in ASTM E 140 does not apply to UNS J91540 (CA6NM) or UNS 542400. When hardness is measured in
Brinell units. the permissible rllTlitis HBW 255 maximum, which has been empirically determined 10 be equivalent to 23 HRC for these alloys.
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(c) The PaR shall list the heat Input utilized
during the qualification, as determined by Equation
(2).

...
Standard RP0472. The average hardness shall
not exceed 310 HV 10, and no individual reading
shaDexceed 320 HV 10.

(b) The PQR shall Include an analysis of the
ferrite content of the weld deposit and~HAZ. The
analysis shall be conducled in accordance-with
ASTM E 562,'5 and the measured ferrite content
shaDbe 35 to 65 voI%.

(2)
(amps x volts x 60)

travel speed

2.9.2 UNS S17400 and UNS S15500 wrought
martensitic precipitation-hardenable stainless steels are
acceptable at 33 HRC maximum hardness In either the
H1150D condition (heat treated in accordance with
Paragraph 2.9.2.2) or H1150M condition (heat treated
in accordance with Paragraph 2.9.2.3). ASTM A 74716
CB7Cu-1 and CB7Cu-2 castings-are acceptable in the
H1150 DBL condition (heat treateclin accordance with
Paragraph 2.9.2.2) at 310 HBW maximum (30 HRC
maximum). Preclpltation-hardenable martensitic
stainless steels that are In accordance with this
standard have provided satIsfactoJY field service in
some sour environments. These materials may,
however, e»1lb1t threshold stress levels in NACE
Standard TM0177 laboratory tests that are lower than
those of other materials Includec:lln this standard.

2.9.2.1 The following restrictions apply to UNS
S17400 and S15500 when these materials are
used for pressure-retaining bolting:

(d) The welding procedure specification (WPS)
shall restrict the heat Input during welding -to the
PQR heat Input value :1:10%.

(e) The PQR shallllst the wall thickness of the
PQR specimen.

(f) The WPS shall not allow welding of
components with wall thicknesses that deviate by
_more than 20% from that of the PQR specimen.

2.9 -Preclpltatlon-Hardenable StaInless Steel Materials

2.9.1 Austenitic preclpltatlon-hardenable stainless
. steal with chemical comp()Sltion In acx:adance with

UNS S66286 Is acceptable at 35 HRC maximum
hardness provided it Is in either the soIution-annealed
and aged or soIution-annealed and double-aged
condition.

MR0103-2005

2.7 Highly Alloyed Austenitic Stainless Steels

2.7.1 Highly alloyed austenitic stainless steels In the
composiIion range specIfled in Paragraph 2.7.2 are
acceptable at a 35 HRC maximum hardness In the
soIutIon-annealed condition or soIlJtion..annealed and
cold-worked condition. Free-machlning highly alloyed
austenitic stainless steels are not acceptable.

2.7.2 The chemical composition requirements for the
highly alloyed austenitic stainless steels are as follows:

%NI + (2 X %Mo) >30 and Mo >2%

2.6 Specific Austenitic Stainless Steel Grades

2.6.1 Austenitic stainless steel UNS S20910 Is
acceptable in the soIution-annealed, hot-rolled
(hotlcold-worXed), or cold-worked condition at 35 HRC
maximum hardness,

or

(a) The PQR shall Include a hardness traverse
conducted using the 1O-kgVIckers (HV 10) scale.
The traverse shall encompass the base metal,
HAZ, and filkN' metal at the top and bottom of the
weldment, and should be conducted In accorcl8nce
with rJgUre 2 or 3 (as applicable) in NACE

PitUng Resistance Equivalent Number (PREN) >40%

where PREN Is determined as shown In Equation (1):

PREN = %Cr+ 3.3 (%Mo + 0.5 x %W)+ 16 x %N (1)

Note: For the purposes of this standard, the PREN factor
Is used only to define a group of alloys from a compositional
standpoint Use of the PREN factor to predict relative
corrosion resistance Is outside the scope of this standard.

2.8 Duplex Stainless Steel Materials

2.8.1 Wrought and cast duplex stainless steel
products in the soIution-annealed and liquld-quenched
condition are acceptable at 28 HRCOO maximum
hardness. The ferrite content shall be 35 to 65 vol%.
Aging heat treatments to increase strength andlor
hardneSs are prohibited due to the formation of
embritUlng phases.

2.8.2 Welding of Duplex StaInless_Steels

2.8.2.1 Weld procedurequalificatlonslspec;lfl
cations for duplex stainless steels shall Include the
following Items:

(9) BrineR hardness measurements obtained on duplex stainless steels cannot be converted to Rockwell C using existing tables In ASTM E
140. Use of empirically derived tables for conversion is subject to the approval of the user.
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(a) UNS S17400 and UNS 515500 shall not be
used for pressure-retaining bolting applk:atlons in
the double-H1150 condition.

(b) When UN5 S17400 or UNS S15500 is u$ed
for pressure-retaining boItlng in Ih& H115QM
condition. a maximum hardness limit of 29 HRC
shall apply.

2.9.2.2 Doub1e-H1150 (H11500. H1150 OBL)
Heat-Treatment Procedwe

(a) Solution anneal at 1.038° :t14"C (1.900"
:t250F) and air cool. or suitable liquid quench. to
.below 32°C (SO°F).

(b) Harden at 621° :t14"C (1.150° :t25°F) for 4
hours minimum at temperature and cool in air to
below 32"C.(SO"F).

(e) Harden at 621" ::t14"C (1.150° :l:250F} for 4
hours minimum at temperature and coolin air.

(d) Additional cycles at 621" ::t14"C (1.150"
:l:25°F) may be utilized if required to produce an
acceptable hardness level.

2.9.2.3 H1150M Heat-Treatment Procedure

(a) Solution anneal at 1.038" :l:14"C (1.900"
±25"F) and air cool. or suitable liquid quench. to
be.1ow32"C (OO"F).

(b) Harden at 760" :t14"C (1.400° :t25"F) for 2
hours minimum at temperature and. cool in air tc>
below 32"C (gooF) before the second precipitation
hardening step.

(e) Precipitation harden at 621" ::t14"C (1.150"
±25"F) for 4 hours minimum at tem~rature and
cool In air.

(d) Additional cycles at 621" :I:14°C (1.150"
±25"F) may be utilized If required to produce an
acceptable hardness level.

2.9.3 Wrought UNS S45000 martensitie precipitation
hardenable stainless steel is acceptable at 31 HRC
maximum hardness provided It has been heat treated
as follows:

2.9.3.1 Two-Step Heat-Treatment Procedure

(a) Solution anneal.

(b) Precipitation harden at 621"C (1.150"F) for a
minimum of 4 hours.

SKtion3: Nonmnous Mawria.

3.1 Nickel Alloys

3.1.1 Solld-Solution Nickel Alloys

3.1.1.1 Wrought or cast soIld-soJution nickel
chromium-molybdenum alloys with compositions
as specified in Paragraph 3.1.1.1.1 are acceptable
In the solution-annealecl condition.

3.1.1.1.1 The chemical composition
requirements for the solid-solution nickel
dlromlulll-ITlOlybdenUITlalloys are:

19.0% Cr minimum.
29.5% Ni + Co minimum, and
2.5% Mo minimum.

NA,CE International

or
14.5% Cr minimum,
52% Ni + Co minimum, and
12% Mo minimum.

3.1.1.2 Wrought UNS N06600 Is acceptable to 35
HRC maximum.

3.1.1.3 Wrought UNS N08800 Is acceptable to 35
HRC maximum.

3.1.1.4 The acceptable cold-worked. solid
solution nickel-chromlum-molybdenum alloys and
corresponding maximum hardness requirements
are listed In Table 4.
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. Table 4-Acceptable Cold-Worked Nickel..chromium and Nickel-Chromlum-Molybdenum Ailoys and
Maximum Hardness Requirements

UNSNumber Previous ConditionMaximum Hardness
N06002

-35HRC

No&o22
Solution-Annealed40HRC

N06625

-35HRC

N06686
Solution-Annealed(

40HRC

N06985

-39HRC

N08825

-35HRC

N10276
Solution-Annealed35HRC

3.1.1.5 Wrought UNS N04400 and N04405, and
cast ASTM A 49411 Grades M35-1, M35-2, and
M30C are acceptable to 35 HRC maximum.

3.12 PredpJtation-Hardenabie Nickel Alloys

3.1.2.1 The acceptable preclpitation-hardenable
nlckei alloys, conditions, and. corresponding
maximum hardness requirements are listed In
Table 5.

Table 5-Acceptable Preclpltation-Hardenable Nickel Alloys, Conditions, and Maximum Hardness
Requirements

UNSNumber Acceptable Conditlon(.) Maximum
HardnessN05500

Hot-worked and age-hardened or solution-annealed or solution-annealed and35HRC
aae-hardened N07031

Solution-anneale<f 35HRC

Solutlon-annealed and aged at 760° to 871°C (1,400 to 1,600°F) for a maximum

40HRC
of4hours. N07048

SoIution-annealed and aged 40HRC
N07626

Hot compacted powder, solution-annealed (92]oC [1,700°F] min.) 40HRC

and aged (538°10 816"C [1,000" to 1,500°F]), max. tensUestrengih 1,380 MPa l200ksll ..N07716
SoIution-annealed.and aced 40HRC

N07718
Solution-annealed or hot-worked or hot-worked and aged 35HRC

Solution-annealed·and·aaed or cast, solutJon-annealed, and aaed

40HRC
N07725

Solution-anneaied and aged 43HRC
N07750

SolutJon-annealed or solution-annealed and aged or hot worked or hot-worked35HRC
and aaed NOm3

Solutlon-annealed and aoed 40HRC
N07924

SoIution-annealed and aoed 35HRC
N09m

SoIut1on-annealed and aaed 40HRC
N09925

Cold-worked or soIl1llon-annealed 35HRC
Solution-annealed and aaed

38HRC
Cold-worked and aaed or hot-finished and aoed

40HRC
Cast, soIut1on-annealed, and aaed

35HRC

3.2 Cobalt-Niclcel-ChromiLllTl-MoJybdenumAlloys

3.2.1 Alloys UNS R30003, UNS R30004. UNS
R3OO35. and as HR318 are acceptable at 35 HRC
maximum except when otherwise noted.

12

3.2.2 In addition, UNS R30035 Is acceptable at 51
HRC maximum In the coId-reduced and high
temperature aged heat-treated condition In accordance
with one of th~ aging treatments provided In Table 6.
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Table 6-UNSR30035 Heat Treatments

Mlnlmumnme Temperature
(hours) 4

704DC1,300DF
4

132DC1,350DF
6

n4DC1,425DF
4

788°C1,450DF
2

802°C1,475°F
1

816DC1,500DF

3.2.3 Wrought UNS R31233 is acceptable In the
solution-annealed condition to 33 HRC maximum.

3.3 Cobalt-NlckeloChromium-Tungsten Alloys

3.3.1 liNS R30605 Is acceptable to 35 HRC
maximum.

of titanium alloys may occur if these alloys are
galvanically coupled to certain active metals (e.g.,
carbon steel) In H2S-c0ntalning aqueous media at
temperatures greater than SODC(176DF). Hardness
has not been shown to COIT8Iatewith susceptibility to
SSC, but has been Included for alloys with high
strength to Indicate the maximum testing levels at
which failure has not occurred.

3.4.2 The acceptable titanium alloys, conditions, and
corresponding maximum hardness requirements are
shown in Table 7.

3.4 l1taniu.11'iAlloys

3.4.1 Specific guidelines must be followed for
successful applications of each titanium alloy specified
In this standard. For example, hydrogen embrittJement

Table 7- .'\cceptabIQ Titanium Alloys, Conditions, and Maximum Hardness Requirements

UNSNumber Condition Maximum
HardnessR50400

None SD8dfled 100 HRBS
R53400

Annealed at V4° ±14OC11.425"±25"Flfor2 hours, air cool92HRBS
R56260

Annealed or solution-anneaJed or solution-annealed and aged45HRC
R56323

Annealed 32HRC
R56403

Annealed 36HRC
R56404

Annealed 35HRC
R58640

Annealed 42HRC

Section 4: General Fabrication Requirements

4.1· Materials and fabrication processes shall meet the
requirements of IhIs section.

4.2 Overlays

4.2.1 Tungsten.carblde alloys and ceramics are
acceptable as overlays. Following appUcaiion of the
overlay, the base material shall meet the base metal
hardness as specified In the pertinent paragraph in
Secllon2or3.

4.2.2 Joining of dissimilar materials, such as cemented
carbides to alloy steels by silver brazing, is acceptable.
After brazing, the base material shaD meet the
hardness requirement for that base metal as listed in
the pertinent pai~graph in Section 2 or 3.

NACE International

4.2.3 The base materials listed in Sections 2 and 3 are
also acceptable as weld overlays, provided they meet
the provisions of their respecllve paragraphs after
being applied as overlays. Following application of the
overlay, the base material shall meet the hardness
requirement for that base metal as listed In the
pertinent paragraph in SecIIon 2 or 3.

4.2.4 Overlays of cobalt-chromium-tungsten alloys,
nlckel-chromium-boron, and nickel-boron (as specified
in AMS 4V91~ hardfacing alloys are acceptable.
Following application of the overlay, the base material
shall meet the hardness requirement for that base
metal as listed in the pertinent paragraph In Seclion 2
or 3.

13
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4.3 Welding

4.3.1 All weldments shall meet the general
requirements listed below. Specific welding
requirementS are provided for some materials in the
pertinent material paragraphs. in which case those
requirements shall also be met In cases in which the
specific welding requirements conflict with the
requirements of this secIion. the specific material
welding requirements shall ovemde these general
requirements.

4.32 WeIde1s and welding ~ures shaIJ be
qualified In accordance with AWS, (10) API. ASME. or
other appropriate Industry codes.

4.3.3 In slmiJar-metai weJdments. when the weld filler
met8J IS similar to or equivalent to the base metal, the
hardness requirement specified for the·base metal shaH
be met In the HAZ and weld metal after welding and
any applicable P'WHT. .
4.3.4 Dlsslmllar-metal welds. such as welds produced
using filler metals that are more noble than the base
metal. shall meet the following requirements:

4.3.4.1 The weld metaJmust be closely equivalent
in chemistry and properties to a base material that
Is acceptable according to this standard.

4.3.42 The hardness Ilmit.for the deposited weld
metal shall be the maximum hardness lImit for the
equivalent base metal In the soJution-annealed
condition.

4.3.4.3 The hardness requirement specified for
the base metal shall be met in the HAZ after
welding alid any applicable PWHT.

4.4 Cladding on Carbon Steels, Alloy Steels, and
Martensitie Stainless Steels

4.4.1 For the purpose of this standard, cladding Is
defined as a metallurgically bonded layer of a
corrosion-reslstant alloy material applied to the entire
wetted surface of a substrate material that is relatively
less corroslon-reslstanl

4.4.2 Acceptable fabrication methods used for
cladding Include hot rolling, explosion bonding, and
weld overlaying.

4.4.3 Oadding materials shall be selected from
Section 2 or 3 of this standard, and shall meet all

. requirements for that alloy as spscified in the pertinent
paragraph(s).

4.4.4 There are a number of factors that influence the
SSC resistance of clad components, including, but not
Ilmitedto:

(a) Relative sse resistance of the claoding material

(b) CorrosIon resistance of the clad layer in the
process environment (which affects the rate of
hydrogen production)

(e) Hydrogen diffusion rate in the clad layer

(d) Soundness of the clad layer

(e) Relative sse resistance of the substrate
material

(I) Fabrication methods used at juncllons between
nelghboringcJad components

(g) Fabrication methods used at junctions between
clad components and neighboring unclad components

(h) Galvanic effects (if the substrate material
becomes exposed or at junctions with neighboring
unclad components)

4.4.5 Evaluation of these and other factors is outside
the scope of this standard. Therefore. the end user
shall specify whether or not the substrate material must
meet the requirements of this standard.

4.5 Iden1lflcationStamping

4.5.1 identification stamping using Jow..stress (dot.
vibratory. and round V) stamps· Is acceptable.

4.5.2 Conventional sharp V stamping is acceptable In
Jow.stress areas. such as the OutsIde diameter of
f1~es. Sharp V stamping is not permitted In high
stress areas unless the item receives a subsequent
thermal treabnent to reduce the hardness to below the
maximum allowable hardness for the base material as
specified In the applicable sections of this standard.

4.6 Threading

4.6.1 Machine-Cut Threads

4.6.1.1 Machine-cut threading processes are
acceptable.

4.5.2 Cokf:'Fonned (Rolled) Threads

4.6.2.1 After threads have been cold fonned. the
threaded component shall meet the heat-treatmant

(10) American Welding Society (AWS), 550 N.W. Lejeune Road. Miami, Florida 33126.
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conditions and hardness requlrem&nls given in
either Section 3 or 4 for the parent alloy from
which the threaded component was fabricated.

4.7 Cold-Deformation Processes

4.7.1 Cold-deformation processes such as bumishlng
that do not Impart cold work exceeding that Incidental

to normal machL'ling operations (such as tumlng or
boring, rolling, threading, and drilling) are acceptable.

4.72 Cold deformation by controlled stlP.t peening is
permit1edwhen applied to base materials that meet the
requirements of this standard, and when limited to the
use of a maximum shot size of 2.0 mm (0.080 in.) and
a maximum of 100 Almen intensity. The ~ shall
be controlled In accordance with AMS S 13165.20

5.2.12 Users and designers should be aware that
it may be necessary to derate the strength of the
joint and the pressure rating of the equipment in
some cases when using bolting that meets these
requirements.

5.2.1.1 External bolUng and fasteners used
underground, covered with insulation, equipped
v.ith lIcmge protectors, or oth6rw1se denied direct
atmospheric exposure, and that are used on piping
or equipment that contains a sour environment,
shall be considered exposed to a sour
environment, and shall meet the requirements of
Section 2 or Section 3.

5.1 Materials used for bolting and fasteners that are
&XpOSedto sour environments (as defined in Paragraph 1.3)
shall meet the reouirements of this sectlo/l. The user shan
be responsible tor speclfyIng whether bolting is exposed or
nonexposed In accordance with the following definitions,
5.2 Exposed Bolting

5.2.1 Bolling that will be exposed dlreclly to the sour
erIVIronment shall meet the requirements of Section 2
or Sec:tion3.

Section 5: Bolting

5.2.1.3 Special restrictions apply to UNS S17400
and UNSS15500 when these alloys are used for
pressure-retainlng bolting. See Paragraph 2.92.1.

5.2.1.4 The boiling and nut materials In Table 8
were specifically established to meet the
requirements of Section 2 or Sec:tion 3, and are
listed here as a selection sid. Note that other

.materials meeting the requirements of Section 2 or
Section 3 are also acceptable.

52.1.5 Zinc or cadmium coatings should not be
used on bolts, nuts, cap screws, or other fasteners
in sour environments. These coatings enhance
the generation of hydrogen on the surface and can
contribute to hydrogen cracking.

5.3 Nonexposed BolUng

5.3.1 Nonexposad bolting and fasteners may be

fumished to ~icable standards such as ASTM A
193,21 A 194, and A 320.23 To be considered
nonexposad,- the bolting must be used extemally on
flanges Or other parts that are not dlrectJy exposed to
sour environments, and must be directly exposed to the
atmosphere at all times (see Paragraph 5.2.1.1).

Table 8-Common Bolting Matarials That Meet Section 2 and Section 3 Requirements

Material
Bolt, Stud, Cap Screw Materials

.Nut Materials

class1A

Section 6: Plating. Coatings. and Diffusion Processes

6.1 Metallic coatings (electroplated or electroless),
conversion coatings, and plastic coatings or linings are not
acceptable for preventing SSC of base metals. The use of
such coatings for any other purpose (such as wear

NACE International

resistance or corrosion reslstance) Is outside the scope of
this standard.
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6.2 Nitridlng Is an acceptable surface diffusion treatment
when conducted at a temperature below the /ower ctitical

temperature of the material being treated. Its use as a
means of preventing SSC Is not acceptable.

Section 7: Special Components

7.1 Materials for special components including
instrumentation, control devices, seals, bearings, and
springs shall meet the requlrem~ts of this section if they
are direcIIy exposed to sour environments during normal
operation of ihe device. Paragraph 1.2 provides guidelines
to determine the applicabRlty of the standard to specific
uses.

7.2 Bearings

7.2.1. Bearings directly exposed to sour environments
shall be made from materials in Section 2 or Section 3.
except as noted in Paragraph 7.2.2. Bearings made
from other materials must be isolated from the sour
environment to function properly.

7.2.2 Nickek:hrornium-molybdenunHUngsten alloy
UNS N10276 bearing pins, e;g•• cora roll pins, are
acceptable In the coId-worked condition to 45 HRC
maximum.

7.3 Springs

7.3.1 Springs directly exposed to the sour environment
shall be made from materials desciibed In Seclion 2 or
Section 3 except as noted In Paragraphs 7.3.2, 7.3.3,
and 7.3.4.

7.3.2 Cobalt-nlckeJ..chromIUlTHllolybdenum·alloy UNS
R3OClO3Is acceptable for springs In the coId-worked
and a~hardened condition to 60 HRC maximum.
UNS R3OO35 Is acceptable for springs in the cold
worked and age-hardened condition to 55 HRC
maximum when aged for a minimum of 4 hours at a
temperature no lower than 649"C (1,2000J=).

7.3.3 Nickek:hromlum alloy UNS N07750 springs are
acceptable in the coId-worked and age-hardened
condition to 50 HRC maximum.

7.3.4 UNS N07090 Is acceptable for springs for
compressor va/ves In the cold-worked and a~
hardened condition to 50 HRC maximum.

7.4 Instrumentation and Control Devices

7.4.1 Ins1nJmentatiOi'land control device components
directly exposed to sour environments shaD be made
from materials in Sec:llon2 or SectIon 3.

7.4.1.1 UNS 531600 austenitic stainless steel,
highly alloyed austenitic stainless steel (defined in
Paragraph 2.7). or nickel alloy (defined In
Paragraph 3.1) compression fittings, screen
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devices, and Instrument or c:ontroI tubing are
acceptable even though these components may
not satisfy the requirements stated for those
materials in Section 2 or SectIon 3.

7.4.2 Diaphragms, Pressure-Measuring DevIces, and
Pressure Seals

7.4.2.1 Diaphragms, pressure-measunng devices,
and pressure seals diredly mcposed to a sour
environment shall be made from materials In
Section 2 or section 3, except as noted in
Paragraphs 7.4.2.2, 7.4.2.3, ancI7.4.2.4.

7.4.2.2 Cobalt-nlckel-chromlum-molybdenum
alloys UNS R3OOO3 and UNS R3OOO4 are
acceptable for diaphragms, pressure-measuring
devices, and pressure seals to 60 HRC maximum.

7.4.2.3 Cobalt-nlckel-chromium-molybdenum
tungsten alloy UNS R30260 diaphragms,
pressure-measuring devices, and pressure seals
are acceptable to 52 HRC maximum.

7.4.2.4 Pressure seals shall comply With the
requirements of Section 2 or SectIon 3 or may be
manufactured of wrought cobalt-chromium-nickel
molybdenum alloy UNS R30159 to 53 HRC
maximum with the primary Joad.bearing or
pressure-contalning direction parallel to the
longitudinal or rolling direction of wrought product.

7.4.3 Wrought UNS N08904 Is acceptable for use as
instrument tubing in the annealed condition to 180 HV
10 maximum.

7.5 Seal Rings and Gaskets

7.5.1 Seal rings directly exposed to a sour
environment shall be made from materials In Section ~
or Section 3.

7.5.2 Austenitic stainless steeJ API compression seal
rings and gaskets made of wrought or centrifugally cast
ASTM A 35120& grade CF8 or CFSM. chemical
composijions are acceptable in the as..cast or solutior.
annealed condition to 160 HBW (83 HRBS) maximum.

7.6 Snap Rings

7.6.1 Snap rings directly exposed to a sour
environment shall be made from applicable materials in
Section 2 or Section 3, except as noted in Paragraph
7.6.2.
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7.6.2 Precipitation-hardenable stainless steel alloy
UNS S15700 snap rings originally in the RH950
soJution-annealed and aged condition are acceptable
when further heat treated to a hardness of 30 to 32
HRC as follows:

7.6.2.1 Heat-treatment procedure (three-step
process) shall be:

(a) Temper at 621·C (1,150°F) for 4 hours, 15
minutes. Cool to room temperature in still air.

(b) Temper at 621°C (1,150°F) for 4 hours, 15
minutes. Cool to room temperature in still air.

MR0103-2005

(c) Temper at 566°C (1,05O°F) for 4 hours, 15
minutes. Cool to room temperature in still air.

7.7 Special Process Parts

7.7.1 Cobalt-chromium-tungsten and nit:kek:hromium
boron alloys, whether cast, powder-metallurgy
processed, or therrnOmechanically processed. are
acceptable.

7.7.2 Tungsten-carblde alloys, whether cast or
cemented, are acceptable.

Section 8: Valves

8.1 Valves shall meet the requirements of this secIIon if
they are to be exposed to sour environments (defined in
Paragraph 1.3). A common faOure mode of gate valves
exposed to sour environments and not fabricated with
hardness-controlled components is a dropped gate,
rendering the valve inoperable;

8.2 Valves (new or recondit!oned), including internal
components, shall be manufactured or remanufactured from
materials in accordance with Section 2 or Section 3.

~ctIon 9: Compressors and Pumps

MPa (90 ksi) provided they have been heat treated in
accordance with Paragraph 9.3.1.

9.3.1.3 Temper at 621°C (1,150"F) minimum, but
lower than the first tempering temperature. Cool to
ambient temperature.

9.3.1.1 Austenltize and quench

9.3.1.2 Temper at 621°C (1,150°F) minimum. but
below the lower aitical temperature. Cool to
ambient temperature before the second temper.

9.1 Compressor and pump components that are to be
exposed to sour environments (defined in Paragraph 1.3)
shall be manufactured from materials in accordance with
Section 2 or Section 3, except as noted in Paragraphs 9.2
and 9.3•.

9.2 ASTM A Z1ff5 Class 35 or 40 gray cast irori and ASTM
A 395 ductile iron are acceptable as compressor cylinders
liners, pistons, and valves. Aluminum alloy ASTM B 2.if-d

A03550- T7 is acceptable for pistons. Aluminum, soft
carbon steel, and soft, Iow-carbonJron are acceptable as
gaskets in compressors handling sour gas.

9.3 UNS G43200 and a modified version of UNS G43200
that contains 0.28 to 0.33% carbon are acceptable for
compressor Impellers at a maximum yield strength of 620

9.3.1 Heat-Treatment

Process)

Procedure (Three-Step
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Appendix A: Background Infonnatlon on Hardness Testing and Requirements
(Nonrnandatory)

1. Accurate hardness testing requires strict compliance
with ,the methods described in the appropriate' ASTM
standards.

2. RocIlweII tests, performed In accordance with ASTM
Standard E 18,21are relatively quick, direct-reading tests,
and as such they are commonly used in manufacturing
environments. These tests utilize loads ranging from 15 kgf
to 150 kgt. Because of the relatively low loads that are
utilized, the hardness Indentations are small, and the
measurements represent the hardness in a very localized
volume of material. Therefore, these methods are very
sensitive. and are suited for Identifylng localized hard spots.
Drawbacks to this method are the size restrictions on
components that can be teSted, geometrical limitations that
prevent testing in certain Jocations,and lack of portabDity.

Note: Beginning in the 2002 revision of ASTM E 18,
tungsten carbide balls are allowed for "B- scale tests in
addition to the hardened steel balls that were previously
required. The scale designations for Rockwell "B- hardness
measurements are nt:NI "HRBS- for tests run with a steel
ball, and "HRBW" for tests run with a tungsten carbide .ball.
The values reqIJired In this standard.are all ·HRBS- values,
because all testing in the past utIli7,.edthe steel ball Indenter.
HRBS and HRBW test results· differ due to the djffe~nt
mechanical properties of the two ball Indenters. There are
currently no standardized conversion tables available for
conversion of HRBS to HRBW•.

3. The BrineJl method, performed in accordance with
ASTM Standard E 10,28involves creation of an Indentation,
optical measurement of the indentation diameter, and
calculation of the hardness value. Because of the relatively
large test loads utilized, this method produces a hardness
value that represents an -average- of the material hardness
over a fairly large volume of material. Brinell testing is often
used to measure the hardness of castings and forgings.
Drawbacks to this method are the size restrictions on
components that can be tested, geornetricallimitations that
prevent testing In certain locations. and lack of portability.
Note that ASTM E 10 now requires Brinell testing to be
perfonned with a tungsten carbide ball Indenter. The
symbol-Haw- denotes testing performed In this manner.

4. Comparison hardness testers (commonly, but
incorrectly, referred to as portable Brinell testers) utilize a
hammer blowv to simultaneously indent the component
being evaluated and a test bar of known hardness. The
relative indentation sizes are measured and a calculation Is
performed to determine the hardness of the component
Comparison testers are commonly utilized to check field
weldments. This test method is performed in accordance
with ASTM Standard A 833.29 The hardness values
obtained using this method correlate directly to Brinell
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values Obtained using testing parameters defined in
Paragraph 3 above.

5. The macro VICkers method, performed in accordance
with ASTM E 92.30is simDar to the Brinell method except it
makes use of a diamond pyramid Indenter. The advantage
of the VICkers method is that it provides relatively load-

. independent hardness values when performed with loads
ranging from 25 gf to 120 kgf. It Is common practice to use
5-kgf or 1G-kgt VICkers hardness testing for welding
procedure qualifications because this produces an accurate
assessment of the weldment HAl hardness. Vickers
hardness criteria have been specified for a few selected
welding procedure qualifications in this standard. based on
proven field experience. Further details are available in
NACE Standard RPQ472. VICkers hardness is abbreviated
HV, with the test load in kg indicated by a suffix number
(example, 248 HV 10 denotes a Vickers hardness of 248
determined using a 1G-kgf load).

6. Hardness requirements specified in this standard in
HBW units are generally lower than the equivalent
-acceptable- HRC values (which applies to both
conventional Brinell testing and comparison hardness
~ting)·to compensate for nonhomogeneity of SQme
material forms and weld deposits and/or to account for
normal variations in field and/or production hardness testing
using the comparison hardness tester.

7. HRC and HRBS are cited for particular materials or
product forms under the following conditions:

(a) When the raw material specification lists a hardness
requirement in HRC or HRBS,

(b) When the industry standard testing method for that
product form Is HRC or HRBS, or

(c) When the material will be tested at the component
level.

8. HBW is cited for particular materials or product forms
under the following conditions:

(a) When the raw material specification lists a hardness
requirement in HBW.

(b) When the industry standard testing method for that
product form Is HBW, or

(c) When the hardness requirement pertains to evaluation
of weld metal hardness. which is most commonly performed
using a portable Brinell hardness tester.

9. Microhardness evaluation. performed in accordance
with ASTM E 384 using either the Vickers or Knoop method,
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may be necessary for some components that are 100 small
to be tested by conventional methods. Miaohardness
testing utilizes loads of 1 kgf and lower. It should be noted
that microhardness testing is more sensitiVe than the macro
testing methods due to the very small indentation size.
Because of this sensitivity, microscopic constituents such as
second phases can cause individual readings that are much
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higher than the bulk hardness. Thus, it is more difficult to
establish general acceptance criteria based on
miaohardness testing. Individualized mlcrohardness test
procedures and associated acceptance aiteria may need 10
be developed for each materiaVcom~ent combination
being evaluated •..
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